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This note details the EPICS CS Studio Phoebus graphical user interfaces (GUIs) developed to control and monitor the CAEN high voltage 
system for Hall C’s Neutral Particle Spectrometer (NPS).
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The 1080 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) of the NPS are 
powered by two CAEN SY4527 high voltage crates, each 
populated with A7030TN high voltage modules. To control 
and monitor these high voltage channels, EPICS CS Studio 
Phoebus GUIs have been developed, an upgrade from the pre-
viously developed EPICS GUIs using CS-Studio’s Best OPI 
Yet (CSS-BOY) [1].

The CAEN crate and high voltage modules come equipped 
with an EPICS server. The process variables (PVs) for each 
module and channel are predefined. For NPS, 13 PVs are used 
for controls and monitoring, Table I.

For the controls and monitoring Phoebus Overview screen, 
Fig. 1, a Python program was developed to generate a 36 x 30 
grid of LED indicators, each representing a high voltage chan-
nel for a PMT. The LEDs are arranged in the same order as 
the crystal/PMT modules in the NPS crystal array. Each LED 
communicates through the EPICS PV Pw that indicates the 
channel’s power status; if the high voltage channel is on, the 
LED will be green; if off, red. The on and off buttons along 
the x-axis and y-axis turn on or off an entire column or row of 
channels. Clicking a row ON button would turn on all of the 
channels for the corresponding row (e.g. if row 0 is turned on, 
channel 0 for all modules would turn on). If, subsequently, 
a column OFF button is clicked, all channels of that module 
would turn off, regardless if the last button clicked had turned 

one of the channels on. Each channel receives commands in 
the order they are issued, so there is no possibility of a chan-
nel receiving simultaneous conflicting commands.

The three faults that can occur for a high voltage channel, 
indicated by a yellow LED, are as follows:  the readback volt-
age is ≤ or ≥ 10 V from the set voltage for the channel, the 
channel has tripped on current (the current is greater than the 
set current limit), or the module’s internal temperature has ex-
ceeded 65°C. For the last fault type, the LED indicators for all 
channels of a module would display yellow simultaneously. 

Each LED can be clicked, popping up a PMT high voltage 
channel status screen, Fig. 2. Along the top of the screen are 
a power button with an LED indicator to display the power 
status of the channel, a status LED indicator that displays the 
state of the channel (OK, Mismatch, Trip, or Over Temp), and 
an action button to restore the channel after a trip on current. 
To restore the channel, the button first clears the alarm, and 
then cycles the power to the channel. Below these are two 
text inputs to set voltage and set current limit, and two text 
updates for readback voltage and readback current.

For the Hall C NPS controls and monitoring Phoebus 
screen, Fig. 3, a Python program was developed to generate 
a 36 x 30 grid of 1080 rectangles, one for each high voltage 

Process variable Description
V0Set voltage setting
I0Set current limit setting
RUp voltage ramp up setting
RDWn voltage ramp down setting
Trip maximum allowed time for over current 

condition
SVMax maximum allowed voltage setting
VMon monitored voltage value
IMon monitored current value
Status displays the channel status
Pw power; shows the ON/OFF channel status
Temp returns internal temperature of module

TABLE I.  CAEN high voltage channel EPICS PVs used for NPS.

FIG. 1.  Screenshot of Overview Phoebus screen.
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channel. Each rectangle has a CAEN channel number, shown 
as column-row, the power status LED, the readback voltage 
display, and the readback current display. Each rectangle is 
clickable; when clicked, the same PMT high voltage status 
screen, Fig. 2, pops up.

The Overview and Hall C NPS Phoebus screens developed 
to control and monitor the CAEN high voltage system is be-
ing integrated into Hall C’s EPICS system.

[1] Aaron Brown, et al., Development of the CSS-BOY Over-
view Screen for the Hall C NPS CAEN High Voltage Sys-
tem, DSG Note 2021-10, 2021.

FIG. 2.  Screenshot of the PMT high voltage channel status pop-up 
screen.

FIG. 3.  Screenshot of the Hall C NPS Phoebus screen.
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